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Section 1
Introduction

Introduction
The BISP Targeting Process Evaluation (TPE) was initiated in August 2011, and extends
through to March 2013. The general objective of the BISP TPE is to review the “performance
of the targeting process and follow up activities by monitoring the efficiency (time wise) and
accuracy (with respect to the Operations Management) of the project cycle stages, to provide
regular and timely feedback to BISP and recommend immediate improvements. The Process
Evaluation will also assist in identifying options for improving the process or the targeting.”

The more specific objectives are:






To assess whether BISP and their Partner Organizations are implementing the Targeting
Process following the methodology described in the Targeting Manual and its respective
annexes.
To provide in-time feedback to BISP on field operations with evidence-based advice as to
how immediate improvements can be made.
To assess if the targeting methodology and other operations are producing the outputs
expected from the targeting process.
Make recommendations for procedural adjustments, based on field observations
BISP mechanisms for dealing with grievances shall be evaluated at National, Provincial
and Divisional level to understand the communications, payment and grievance issues
from the beneficiaries’ perspective.

The targeting of BISP beneficiaries (used interchangeably with ‘receiver women’) through the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) is assessed separately as the ‘shadowing’ component of the TPE
assignment. This synthesis report summarises the key findings of the first phase of case work
undertaken as part of the BISP TPE. The case work component examines efficiencies in the
project cycle for post-survey activities. The report covers the case-work undertaken for
Cluster A and Cluster B of the TPE, and is incremental to the Case Study Reports stipulated
in the contract and submitted separately. The findings of the synthesis report were officially
shared and agreed with BISP at a presentation on October 11, 2012. Prior to the presentation
key findings were also shared during on-going interaction with BISP counterparts over the
course of the case-work.
The findings cover a period of field work undertaken from October 2011 to March 2012.
Over this period, the BISP CMS had not been officially launched, and hence the cases were
identified through a manual review of papers and files in BISP offices, with broad sampling
guidelines as a basis for selection. Similarly developing the case studies involved extensive
interviews and reviews of files and paperwork in the offices of BISP and partner
organisations (largely the Post Office), as well as interviews with beneficiaries. This added
an unplanned layer of complexity to the case work, as there was no systematic filing of
materials within offices and reconstructing the processing of individual cases was an arduous
and time-consuming process in the absence of the CMS. As agreed with BISP, the case
studies undertaken by the TPE were based on complaints which had been registered with
BISP. A total of 180 grievance cases and 180 payment cases were investigated as per the
contractual requirement during the first phase of the case-work.
This report onwards describes the methodology for the case-work in greater detail, the
findings of the payment cases (Section 2) and the findings of the grievance cases (Section 3).
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1.1

Approach and Methodology

1.1.1

Approach and Team organization for Case Work
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Introduction

The need for standardization of training tools, interview guidelines and training manuals, as
well as, comprehensive and standardised training of the field teams, cannot be
overemphasized. The Operational Manual developed by BISP was used as the basic document
for assessing the adherence to BISP processes. The TPE sought both to determine deviations
from stipulated processes, as well as the appropriateness of the process itself in enabling BISP
to interface with beneficiaries and effectively resolving grievances.
1.1.2

Field Teams and Quality Assurance
The Field Teams comprise five Provincial/ Regional Coordinators and 16 Case Officers. In
addition to the Field Teams, the ICF GHK core technical team members also carried out field
work, observations and/or interviews, as well as provided guidance and continuous oversight.
For providing guidance and for ensuring Quality Assurance, the Provisional/ Regional
Coordinators maintained daily telephonic communication and frequent meetings with the
field teams. They also reviewed 100 per cent of the case studies for quality assurance.
The Payments/ Financial Specialist and Beneficiary Services Specialist maintained regular
telephonic communication with Provincial/ Regional Coordinators for guidance and quality
assurance. They also held meetings with the Provincial/ Regional Coordinators as and when
required.

1.1.3

Field Instruments and Training Workshop
Survey Instruments, Observation Checklists, Interview Guides and Reporting Formats were
developed for assessment of the payment / grievance processes and preparation of Payments
and Grievance Case Studies. These were pre-tested in the field and refined/ finalized. Based
on these Training modules were prepared. The case-work builds on interviews, structured
observations, and review and analysis of documentation.
An intensive three-day training event for the entire Field Team (Provincial/ Regional
Coordinators and Case Officers) was held during the first week of October 2011 in Islamabad.
The Training was imparted in close coordination with BISP senior managers. On the first
day, representatives from BISP provided training and guidance to the participants by
informing them about the prescribed Payments and Case Management Processes according to
the BISP Manual. The Team Leader, Deputy Team Leader and relevant members of the core
team provided training on research methodologies, lines of questioning and mechanisms for
carrying out the actual field work for the case work.
BISP mechanisms for addressing grievances at all tiers, national, provincial, divisional and
tehsil were evaluated. The cases were allocated by relevant specialists after analysing the
data available in BISP manual records / files, as well as the systems present at Headquarters.
Case Officers were allocated pending and on-going cases in relevant regions through
Regional Coordinators. Figure 1 below describes the roles played by the TPE team at various
levels.
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Specialist

Regional
Cooridinator

Case Officers

1.2
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Introduction

• Analysing the data
• Identification of the case
• Allocation the case to regional coordinator
• Finalising the case studies after receiving it from Regional Coordinators
• Preparing quarterly report

• Allocating the case to relevant Case Officer
• Receiving back the case study
• Sending back to case officer after identifying gaps
• meeting with BISP officials at division and provincial level
• Forwarding the case study to relevant specialist
• Preparing regional quarterly reports

• Visiting case for interviews
• Further investigations and meetings with stakeholders
• Reporting back to regional coordinator
• Preparing quarterly reports

Approach and Methodology for Assessment of Payment Cases
This section gives an overview of the stakeholders of the payment process, purpose of the
payments cases assessment and approach and methodology.

1.2.1

Stakeholders in the Payment Process
The payment cycle of BISP-SN involves five main stakeholders:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ministry of Finance;
BISP Operations Wing;
BISP Finance Department
Payment Agencies such as (a) Pakistan Post; (b) Banks for payment through smart card in
the four test phase districts; and (c) Banks and mobile phone companies for mobile phone
banking, etc; and
5. Receiver Women.
1.2.2

Purpose of Assessment of BISP Payment Processes
The entire payments system has been established by BISP to ensure that the receiver women
get regular and timely payments at their doorsteps. The system has been in practice for about
two years and the present assignment is being undertaken to assess the payment system and to
suggest improvements. The purpose of the assessment of the BISP Payment Process is:




To assess whether the Payment Process is being followed according to the methodology
described in “BISP Payments Manual”.
To assess if the existing Payment Process is producing the expected results (timely
payment to receiver woman).
To review different Payment Modes and provide evidence-based advice for improvement
of payment system.
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The Payment Cases envisaged in the BISP Case Management Manual include (a) Payment
not received by receiver women; (b) Payment undelivered as Receiver Woman refused to
accept payment or has died; (c) Partial Payments; (d) Payment Warnings (Pre-emptive
action1). Section B of the Case Management Manual details (a) Type of Case; (b)
Identification; (c) Time Line; (d) Mechanisms; (e) Resources; (f) Preparation Activities; and
(g) Protocols for addressing the different types of “Payment Cases”.
1.2.3

Key Questions Addressed
The key questions which were investigated regarding payments include:





1.2.4

Were anticipated communications received, understood and appropriately acted upon by
the potential receiver women?
What concerns emerge around payments?
Did receiver women understand their rights and see the potential of addressing their
concerns?
Tracking of payment cycle to suggest improvements for efficiency, transparency and ease
for the receiver women.

Information Gathering/ Field Work and Feedback
Information gathering and field work for the assignment include structured observations of
Payment Process, In-depth key informant interviews of key persons, and Interviews with
Receiver Women. The feedback for course correction was provided to BISP in our fortnightly
/ monthly meetings.

1.2.5

Interaction with Key Stakeholders
In order to assess the payments process the Core team members and the Field Team have a
continuous interaction with the key stakeholders.
A. Structured Interviews
Structured Interviews were conducted with the stakeholders regarding the payments process.
Following is a list of stakeholders who were interviewed;
i.

Benazir Income Support Programme






ii.

Payment Agencies


1

DG (Operations) and key Officers/ Staff of this department
DG (Finance) and key Officers/ Staff of this department
Officers/ Staff of other departments of BISP
BISP Call Centre
Key Officers/ Staff of Provincial/ Regional, Divisional and Tehsil Offices of BISP

Pakistan Post:
o Assistant Deputy Director General, Money Remittances (key person for BISP at
Pakistan Post Head Quarters, Islamabad)

Receiver Woman has not received two consecutive payments, due to operational or non operational reasons.
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o
o
o
o
o
iii.
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Officers of Post Office Foundation, Islamabad; Officers and staff of their Printing
Press at Lahore
Mail Sorting and Transportation Department of Pakistan Post.
Post Master General and relevant officers/ staff at Circle Post Offices (at
Provincial level)
Chief Post Master and relevant staff at General Post Office (at District level)
Post Master and relevant staff of Departmental Delivery Post Offices
Post Master and relevant staff of Extra-Departmental Delivery Post Offices
Money Order Delivery Post Men

Receiver Women
N/A

B. Structured Observations
To ensure that the Payment Process detailed in BISP Payments Manual are being strictly
adhered to, structured observation of payment processes at various levels were conducted.
The following processes were examined:
i.

Offices of Benazir Income Support Programme:







ii.

Generation of Payments List and Delivery List
Release of funds from MoF to BISP and from BISP to Payment Agencies
Receipt and recording of complaints regarding payments at the BISP Call Centre
Handling of payment related complaints/ cases at the Head Office, Provincial/
Regional, Divisional and Tehsil Offices of BISP.
Process of Joint Enquiry in case of complaints against Pakistan Post regarding nonpayment, partial payment, late payment or quality of service, etc.
Reconciliation of Payments with Pakistan Post and other Payment Agencies

Payment Agencies - Pakistan Post:







Assistant Deputy Director General, (key person in Head Quarters of Pakistan Post, at
Islamabad): Receipt of Delivery List and Funds; instructions to the GPOs for
payment, and process of reconciliation
Pakistan Post Foundation, Printing Press, at Lahore: Printing of BISP Forms, sorting
and transportation to GPOs
Central Post Offices (at Provincial level): reconciliation of payments at their level;
handling of complaints regarding non-payment, partial payment, delayed payments
and quality of service, etc
General Post Office (at District level): receipt of money orders from printing press,
sorting and distribution to the relevant delivery post offices; receipt of paid (as well
as unpaid) money orders after the payment cycle; scanning of paid money orders;
reconciliation of payments at their level; handling of complaints regarding nonpayment, partial payment, delayed payments and quality of service, etc
Departmental Delivery Post Offices and Extra-Departmental Delivery Post Offices:
receipt of money orders from district GPO, sorting and distribution to relevant
postman; receipt of paid (as well as unpaid) money orders after the payment cycle;
reconciliation of payments at their level; handling of complaints regarding nonpayment, partial payment, delayed payments and quality of service, etc.
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iii.




Relevant Sections in Banks’ Regional/ Circle Office: Receipt of Delivery List and
Funds from BISP; reconciliation of payments; and handling of complaints.
NADRA: Issue of smart cards to beneficiaries after verification of CNIC and
biometric verification at NADRA service centres.
Franchisees: Payments to beneficiaries; handling of complaints, etc

Payment Agencies - Mobile Phone Banking:





v.

Money Order Delivery Post Men: receipt of money orders and cash; routine beat for
delivery of post; delivery of money orders to receiver women; delivery of information
to receiver women as required by BISP; return of paid money orders (and unpaid
money orders/cash) to the delivery post office; and, handling of complaints, etc.

Payment Agencies - Smart Cards (and in future, Benazir Cards):


iv.

Section 1
Introduction

Relevant Sections in Banks’ Regional/ Circle Office: opening virtual accounts of
beneficiaries; Receipt of Delivery List and Funds from BISP; reconciliation of
payments; and handling of complaints.
NADRA: Verification of CNIC and biometric verification of beneficiaries at
NADRA desk.
Mobile Company: Issue of mobile phone and SIM to beneficiaries.
Franchisees: Payments to beneficiaries; handling of complaints, etc.

Receiver Women:


Observation at various stages as earlier detailed in this section e.g. payment by
postman; payment through franchisee; complaint through postman, franchisee or
BISP offices at all levels, etc.

1.2.6 Sampling and approach for selection of Payment Cases
For the Quarter 1 (Q1), report 180 Payment Case Studies, 90 each from Clusters A and B,
were developed.
The total number of cases which were investigated in each province/region was determined
on the basis of the population of all the districts (under each BISP divisional office) in
different provinces/ regions, and, criteria for selection of cases. The sample covered almost all
the divisional offices in each province/region.
Each province/ region and each BISP division was covered during Q1 for the investigation of
payments cases. The area covered by a divisional office of BISP was sampled purposively, to
generate sufficient case studies to draw useful conclusions.
For payment cases, initially the existing record of complaints/ cases being maintained by
BISP and the Pakistan Post was used.
A. According to the reasons for non-payment:





Non availability of receiver woman at the time of visit;
Change of address;
Refusal by receiver woman; and
Death of receiver woman.
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B. According to Payment Agency:




Pakistan Post
Smart Cards
Mobile Phone Banking

C. According to Accessibility:





Near BISP regional/divisional office town or remotely located
Near district head quarter town or remotely located
Road network – main road, village road, rough track, no road
Availability of public transport – easily available or otherwise

D. Urban/ Peri-urban/ Rural area and Population:






High density urban centre
City centre or peri-urban area
Small town
Village
Scattered population

E. According to Geographical Characteristics of the area:




Mountainous, plains, desert, coastal
Irrigated, non-irrigated
Agricultural, non-agricultural

F. According to means of lodging payment complaint:
 By visit to Tehsil/ Divisional/ Regional/ Provincial/ Head Office of BISP
 By visit to Payment Agency
 By telephone
 By Letter
 Through email/ internet
 Through elected representatives
 Through Ombudsmen
 Through BISP Case Management System after it completes its test phase and
becomes operational.

1.3

Approach and Methodology for Assessment of a Grievance Cases
During meetings held with the relevant BISP officials, five broad categories of grievance
cases (were agreed to be analysed and reported on in the first quarter of the assignment.
These categories are:
i.

Eligibility Appeals: Appeals to include those from an ineligible beneficiary regarding
eligibility, incomplete forms, declined interviews, Missed out/Excluded households, Reinterviews.
ii. CNIC: CNIC update, duplicate CNIC, Token etc.
iii. Update: Change of name/gender/address etc.
iv. General: General complaints about negligence, mistreatment and corruption.
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v. Others: These complaints include ineligibility complaints requesting to declare an
eligible beneficiary to ineligible beneficiary (inclusion errors) or other nature of
complaints.
1.3.1

Development of Case Studies
Detailed case histories were developed by interviewing the beneficiary/complainant and
concerned stakeholders to explore the causes of grievances and the routes followed for
redressal, as well as outcomes. By adopting this methodology, complaints/grievances were
tracked, case studies were developed and suggestions were made to improve efficiency,
transparency and further facilitation of the BISP beneficiary.
Issues were explored at different levels, with beneficiaries/potential beneficiaries and with
relevant staff at BISP and other Partner Organisations.

1.3.2

Interviews at beneficiary level
A checklist and a questionnaire was developed to interview aggrieved beneficiaries. The
following areas were explored in detail;
Information of PSC survey: Was the PSC survey conducted and how was it administered.
Perception of BISP: What is the perception of the beneficiary about BISP in general and the
safety net programme in particular.
Communication received and understanding of grievance: Anticipated communications
received, understood and appropriately acted upon by the potential beneficiaries. How the
beneficiary/aggrieved person obtained information and the knowledge to register a
complaint/grievance.
How the grievance emerged: What kind of grievances emerged and how did the potential
beneficiary proceed. What were the reasons and circumstances behind the emergence of a
complaint/grievance?
What was the response by BISP staff at different levels: When was the
complaint/grievance registered at any level, and what was the response by the complaint
handling officer? What treatment did they receive and was it timely, appropriate, and
satisfactory?
Awareness of Rights: Was a beneficiary/complainant aware of her rights to register a
complaint/grievance on or before registering a complaint?

1.3.3

Interviews at BISP and other stakeholder’s level
A checklist and questionnaire was developed for officials and staff at the BISP level (at
various tiers) to evaluate the system, suggest improvements and remove systemic constraints,
if any. The lines of investigation included the following;
What was the first response when complaint received: Response at the first stage of
complaint registration is very important and filters a number of issues, if handled as per a set
of SOPs.
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How was it processed and tracked: The process of handling, registering, processing,
tracking and resolving grievances was evaluated.
Systemic constraints addressed: Systemic constraints, if any, in grievance redressal were
assessed, where are they, and how were they being approached currently.
Challenges and enabling factors, if any: Besides system constraints, specific challenges and
enabling mechanisms were also identified.

1.4

Sampling and Selection of Cases
In the light of the existing manual system (pre-CMS), the overall approach to sampling and
selection of case studies was to give priority to those complainants who belong to the rural
population, less developed, remote and inaccessible areas. This was because urban
populations and those who live close to BISP offices were assumed to have better access to
follow and pursue their complaints and they also have access to national and mainstream
media channels more frequently. Similarly, it was assumed that most of the beneficiaries do
not have access to email, internet or even to postal services. The gender of the complainant
was also kept in mind while reporting these case studies because of the assumption that the
female members of rural/poor beneficiary families would avoid interacting directly with
outsiders, especially when complaints have to be lodged.
The approach followed by the Payment cases was mirrored broadly in determining the
sample, using population, access (rural, urban, geographical variations etc), and ensuring
coverage of all BISP divisions as guiding principles. The sample was further broken down on
the basis of the nature of the grievance.
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2.

Payment Case Studies

2.1

Key Findings- Payments

2.1.1

Sampling and Coverage of BISP Divisional Offices
During the first quarter, 180 payment case studies were prepared based on the sampling
principles described in the section above. The distribution of Payment Case Studies is shown
in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Region wise Distribution of Payment Cases - Quarter 1
PROVINCE/ REGION

Payment Cases

AJK

15

GB
KPK
Upper Punjab
Baluchistan
Southern Punjab
Sindh
Total Payment Case Studies

9
48
18
33
27
30
180

The intent was to cover BISP divisional offices in all provinces/ regions in such a way that we
are able to cover all divisional offices during the four quarters of the assignment. However, as
shown in Table 2-2 we were able to cover almost 81% of the Divisional Offices in Pakistan in
the first quarter alone.
Table 2-2: Coverage of BISP Divisional Offices for Payment Cases - Quarter 1
Province/Region
Punjab Cluster A
Punjab Cluster B
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
AJK
GB
Total

Total BISP Divisional
Offices
5
8
5
8
6
3
2
37

BISP Divisional
Offices Covered
5
6
2
6
6
3
2
30

%
100
75
40
75
100
100
100
81

Source: TPE Survey and analysis by GHK.
The major categories of Payment complaints are Non-Payment or Delayed Payments and
Partial Payments (amount deducted from the money order as ‘bakhsheesh’). The distribution
in this quarter was 79% cases covering non-payment or delayed payments and 21% covering
partial payments.

2.2

How were Payment Complaints triggered?
Generally Payment Complaints are triggered by beneficiaries who have some reason to
suspect that they have not received their cash transfers. These complaints arise because other
women in the same locality are getting their cash transfers.
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In many cases, beneficiaries were not aware that they have become eligible for cash transfer
because they did not receive an eligibility letter from BISP, and so a number of their initial
instalments were misappropriated.
Beneficiaries who received their eligibility letters start to wait impatiently for their cash
transfers (money orders through Pakistan Post). After waiting for some, when there is an
abnormal delay then they file a Payment Complaint.
This was observed across Pakistan and in the following payment cases, Payment Complaints
were filed regarding initial instalments (some with eligibility letters – but most without
letters):







Punjab Cluster A: 4 Payment Cases;
Punjab Cluster B: 6 Payment Case – Case No. 9 (5 MOs); 10 (5 MOs); 13 (11 MOs); 17
(Rs.31,000); 20 (8 MOs); 26 (Rs.20,000);
KPK: 15 Payment Cases – Case No. 2 (6 MOs); 4 (6 MOs); 9 (4 MOs); 10 (5 MOs); 11
(5 MOs); 12 (6 MOs); 13 (5 MOs); 15 (4 MOs); 16 (4 MOs); 19 (5 MOs); 20 (6 MOs); 23
(5 MOs); 33 (4 MOs); 39 (6 MOs); 42 (5 MOs);
Sindh: 6 Payment Cases – Case No. 11 (8 MOs); 13 (3 MOs); 18 (4 MOs); 24 (2 MOs);
25 (10 MOs); 28 (4 MOs);
Baluchistan: 8 Payment Cases; and
GB: 5 Payment Cases.

Many beneficiaries were receiving their cash transfers regularly and then there was a gap for
some months which compelled them to think that there is some problem and that they should
file a complaint.
Based on PSC Survey and their PMT scores, many beneficiaries of Phase I became ineligible
for Phase II. As they were not informed by BISP about their becoming ineligible, so they
simply filed a complaint saying that their payment is being misappropriated by the postman.

2.3

How does the beneficiary find that there is some problem of Payments?
A beneficiary usually finds that there is an issue of non-payment, after someone checks her
Payment Detail on BISP website and finds that (a) a number of money orders have been
shown as generated in her name and delivered to her, though she has not received these; and
(b) the amount on a certain money order as shown on her Payment Detail is different from
what she has actually received.
Many beneficiaries do not have access to computers and therefore monitoring visits by BISP
staff are very helpful. Beneficiaries come to know about what amounts are shown in money
orders that should have been delivered. They compare this with what beneficiaries have
actually received and find out whether (a) they have received all money orders; and (b) they
have received total amount shown in the money orders.

2.3.1

Recommendations


BISP should ensure that:
o
o

eligibility letters by BISP have actually been delivered to the beneficiaries.
letters regarding discrepancy are delivered to the beneficiaries (so that they can get
their discrepancies removed).
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beneficiaries of Phase I are informed about their eligibility or otherwise so that they
know whether to expect receiving their cash payments. This will avoid a number of
un-necessary complaints.

BISP should ensure that “Receiver Women Guidelines” are delivered to beneficiaries in
order to facilitate them “Sub-annex C-3 of BISP Enrolment and Payment Manual”
provides the required information along with all necessary forms such as complaint form,
information update form, etc. This also provides her the information about why and how
to file a complaint.
There might be many cases where misappropriation continues until finally checked from
the Payment Detail. Women who are not aware of their beneficiary status may not lodge
a complaint at all. The fact the beneficiaries need to guess their eligibility and payment
status in comparison with their neighbours implies that individual complaints can take a
long time to be triggered and get resolved.
The possibility of any misappropriation is minimized, in case the beneficiary knows when
and what she will receive. BISP should ensure that the beneficiary is informed through
BISP eligibility letter about the first instalment (expected amount & month) that she will
receive.
The list of beneficiaries for whom money orders have been generated needs to be
displayed at the relevant BISP Offices and the relevant post offices. These should show
the name of beneficiary, and, amount and serial number of money order.

Where were Payment Complaints filed?
It was observed that BISP beneficiaries can and have filed their payment-related complaints at
a number of offices such as:




BISP HQ; BISP Provincial/ Regional Offices; BISP Divisional Office; BISP Tehsil
Office; and/ or BISP Field Staff visiting the beneficiary on a monitoring visit.
DG Pakistan Post; PMG Office; DPMG Office; District GPO; and other Post Offices.
Others such as President of Pakistan; Prime Minister of Pakistan; High Courts; District
and Sessions Court; Civil Court; Ombudsman; FIA; Police

Figure 2-1 shows the overall position where the 180 payment complaints covered in Q1 were
filed. More than 76% complaints (1%+62%+13%=76%) were filed with BISP Offices –of
these 13% were filed with BISP staff visiting the beneficiary’s village/area for monitoring of
payments. Beneficiaries consider BISP to be their home base, and they are comfortable here.
17% of Payment Complaints were filed with different offices of Pakistan Post (4% DG
Pakistan and 13% Pakistan Post offices) and were processed and decided by Pakistan Post.
However, BISP office was not informed about the filing, processing, enquiry or results of
these payment complaints filed at different offices of Pakistan Post.
About 7% were filed at other places (President, Prime Minister, Courts, Police, FIA,
Ombudsman, etc.)
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Figure 2-1: Where was Payment Complaints Filed (Pakistan)
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The different provincial/ regional patterns of filing are apparent from the following figure
(Figure 2-2). The graph shows the number of cases filed by offices by province/region. In
KPK almost all complaints were filed
Figure 2-2: Where Were Payment Complaints Filed (Pakistan)
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Distance appears to be a major reason why complaints are filed at a certain office.
BISP Divisional Office Zhob is located at Loralai which is 211 Kms from Barkhan town and
it is difficult for the beneficiaries to go there for filing complaints. However, BISP Field
Supervisor is easily accessible as he is available at Madina Stationery Store in Barkhan town
and so the beneficiaries can contact him and submit their complaints. This facilitates the
beneficiaries as the long travel to and from Loralai is avoided.
Dureji is another distant area which is about 280 km from BISP Divisional Office Kalat
located at Uthal and as there is no office nearby where the beneficiaries can file their
complaints. In this case they have to pool money for sending someone to the Divisional
Office for filing their complaints and following up a complaint by visit is almost impossible.
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In many cases, BISP Field Supervisors test-check the payments to beneficiaries and where
required collect the complaints from the beneficiary’s doorsteps. This was observed in
Punjab, KPK and AJK.
2.4.1

Recommendations







2.5

The level of understanding about BISP complaints redressal system (among beneficiaries)
is very low. They lack the knowledge about where to file the complaint, but indirectly this
helps them because wherever they file their complaint (according to their convenience) it
is usually forwarded to Pakistan Post for processing and conducting an enquiry for
redressal of their grievance.
To address this, it is necessary to create awareness among beneficiaries by delivery of
Receiver Women Guidelines.
It is also necessary that BISP staff guide the beneficiaries and help them in filing their
payment complaints so that they may not have to go to other offices to file their
complaint.
In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, there should be a standard procedure for all
payment related complaints.
It should be clearly stated that which level of BISP office should forward the complaint to
which level of Pakistan Post.
Similarly the recipients of copies of complaint should also be prescribed.

Was Payment Complaint forwarded to Pakistan Post?
A Payment Complaint can only be addressed if it is forwarded to the relevant office of
Pakistan Post for processing, enquiry and redressal. In case of complaints filed directly by the
complainant with some office of Pakistan Post, these are properly processed and enquiry
conducted so that the complaint may be resolved.
The following Figure (Figure 2-3) shows whether complaint filed were forwarded to Pakistan
Post for processing or not.
Figure 2-3: Were Payment Complaints forwarded to Pakistan Post (Pakistan)
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It was observed that 49% complaints were forwarded formally by BISP Offices to Pakistan
Post while 16% were directly filed by the complainant with Pakistan Post.
A number of complaints were not formally forwarded to Pakistan Post. 10% were discussed
verbally with post office employees for redressal, and there was no action on 26%. In the
absence of an enquiry, obviously the case will not be resolved and the beneficiary will be
unable to get the amount that she claims to have been misappropriated.
The provincial/ regional position of forwarding cases to Pakistan Post is shown in Figure 2-4
below.
Figure 2-4: Were Payment Complaints forwarded to Pakistan Post (Provincial/
Regional)
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The 10% cases (18 cases) forwarded informally were all from KPK. In these cases BISP
maintains that these were forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry but Pakistan Post denies that
these cases were received from BISP. Later during discussion it came out that these cases
were simply discussed by BISP staff with postal employees and were not forwarded and so no
action has been taken by Pakistan Post.
About 26% payment cases were not forwarded by BISP to Pakistan Post for various reasons.
The reasons have been analyzed and shown in the following Figure 2-5.
Figure 2-5: Reasons for not forwarding Payment Complaints to Pakistan Post (Pakistan)
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The reason for not forwarding cases to Pakistan Post by provincial/ regional distribution is
shown in Figure 2-6 below.
Figure 2-6: Reasons why Complaints were not forwarded to Pakistan Post (Provincial/
Regional)
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Of the 26% that were not forwarded to Pakistan Post, 46% (21 payment complaints) were
discussed for resolution / appropriate action by BISP staff with postal staff on telephone or
through a visit to the post office. These cases were mainly in KPK and Balochistan.
In 7% cases (3 payment complaints - these were from GB) complaint were not forwarded
because the money orders were not even generated by BISP and so there was no question of
non-payment by the postman.
Another 13% (6 payment complaints – 2 from Punjab and 4 from AJK) were dealt directly by
the BISP staff who called the concerned postman and threatened him with dire consequences
in case he does not repay the misappropriated amount. In these cases political workers and
notables helped BISP and complainant in recovering misappropriated amounts from the
postmen.
16 payment cases were not forwarded due to the following reasons.
 Nine cases were not forwarded (mainly in some districts of Baluchistan) as BISP staff
considered that there was no use of forwarding payment cases as the earlier referred
cases were not resolved.
 One case from Punjab was not sent because the complainant received the amount before
the complaint could be forwarded for redressal. Another complaint from Punjab was lost
in BISP office and so could not be sent, while 3 cases were not forwarded from
Khanewal District as BISP staff did not know where to forward the payment case for
redressal.
 In G-B region one complaint was not forwarded as BISP Office was waiting for
Waseela-e-Haq cheque distribution while another was not forwarded because
beneficiary’s web site was blocked, waiting for PSC scorecard entry in the data base.
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Procedure for sending the Complaint to Pakistan Post for investigation and redressal
must be followed for each payment complaint – even if the earlier complaints have not
been addressed.
The informal redressal of complaints provides an immediate fix to the individual
complainant but does not promote improved governance within Pakistan Post.
The case of non-redressal of earlier complaints by Pakistan Post should be referred to
higher authorities of BISP so that they can take it up with the higher authorities of
Pakistan Post.
To avoid unnecessary duplication and increase in workload, it should be clearly stated
that which level of BISP office should forward the complaint to which level of Pakistan
Post. Similarly the recipients of copies should also be clearly stated. This should be
adopted as a standard practice in all payment related complaints.

Was an Enquiry conducted by Pakistan Post?
The following Figure 2-7 shows that a formal enquiry was conducted by Pakistan Post in 84%
of the payment complaints forwarded to Pakistan Post by BISP or filed directly with some
office of Pakistan Post.
Figure 2-7: Enquiry of Complaints by Pakistan Post (Pakistan)
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The provincial/ regional position of Enquiries of Payment Complaints by Pakistan Post is
shown in Figure 2-8 below.
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Figure 2-8: Enquiry Conducted by Pakistan Post (Provincial/ Regional)
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Enquiry could not be held in 13 cases due to different reasons as given below:








2.7

KPK; Received money in two cases before a formal enquiry could be conducted;
Joint Enquiry could not be held due to non-availability of BISP staff in 2 cases of KPK
and 2 of Balochistan;
Pb Cluster B: One complaint is pending and enquiry is still to be conducted;
KPK: In one case of Swat, Pakistan Post did not conduct a formal enquiry but only
provided the MO receipt;
G-B: One case of Skardu could not be enquired because the complainant was not selected
as a beneficiary for Phase II based on PSC Scorecard survey; In two cases of Gilgit,
Pakistan Post did not conduct an enquiry;
Pb A: In a joint complaint filed by many complainants of Faisalabad, Pakistan Post
requested BISP for provision of copies of CNIC of the complainants - these were not
collected by BISP and provided to Pakistan Post;
KPK: Enquiry was not required in one case of D.I.Khan because the MO had not been
generated.

Result of the Official Enquiry:
The result of enquiry conducted by Pakistan Post is shown in the following figure (Figure 29). Most of the cases were decided based on a statement of the complainant given before the
enquiry team. The statement is signed (or has a thumb impression) and bears witnesses.
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Figure 2-9: Result of Enquiry by Pakistan Post (Overall)
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The overall results of enquiry show that 71% of complaints were decided/ finalized (or in
many cases filed) on the basis of complainant’s statement given before the enquiry team. In
7% enquiries, misappropriation was proved and in many cases, appropriate action taken.
Result of 11% enquiries showed that the money orders that were subject to the enquiry were
not even generated by BISP while 12% showed that these were returned back to BISP as
undelivered. The claim of misappropriation by the postman in these 23% cases was therefore
rejected. Spending un-necessary time and effort of BISP and Pakistan Post’s may have been
avoided in case the Payment Detail was seen by BISP staff before accepting the complaint or
before forwarding it to Pakistan Post for Enquiry.
The results of enquiries by Pakistan Post in Payment Complaints have been shown according
to Provincial/ Regional basis in Figure 2-10.
Figure 2-10: Result of Enquiry by Pakistan Post (Provincial/ Regional)
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The enquiry results were as follows:




Money Orders not generated: These were mainly in Baluchistan (10 cases) while one
case was in KPK (1 case).
Money Orders Misappropriated: two each in Punjab Cluster A, Cluster B, AJK and one
in KPK;
Undelivered and shown as such: Four cases each in Punjab Cluster A and Baluchistan;
two cases each in Sindh and G-B; and one case in KPK;

In some cases, money orders for the beneficiary were not generated by BISP for a long time.
The Divisional Office forwarded the complaint to Pakistan Post for enquiry. Pakistan Post can
do nothing as an MO has not been generated by BISP. The Divisional Office forwarded such
complaints to BISP HQ also, but it was not informed about the progress of the case so that
they may have conveyed the reason of non-generation to the beneficiary/ complainant. After
the gap of about a year, generation of money orders started though why they were stopped for
such a long period is not known and has not been conveyed.
In many cases, money orders could not be delivered and were returned to BISP (and shown as
“Undelivered” on the Payment Detail). It was therefore not necessary to forward the case to
Pakistan Post. In such cases, deciding whether to forward or not forward a case to Pakistan
Post will result in better complaint management and avoid unnecessary load on Pakistan Post
for redressal of non-existent complaints. It may be better to inform a complainant about what
has actually happened and advise her that the money order will be re-generated and she will
receive her 48 cash transfers of Rs.1,000 each. However, receiving and forwarding a
complaint to Pakistan Post will be necessary in case the beneficiary insist that the postman is
wilfully returning her MOs to BISP as undelivered.
In some cases, the beneficiary files a complaint because her Payment Detail shows that an
MO has been generated and the delivery column is blank. On enquiry it is found that the
relevant MO has been sent back as undelivered but her payment Detail has not been updated
due to delay in scanning of MOs by Pakistan Post.
Many complaints were filed during the normal delivery period of a money order (i.e. before
60 days have passed after generation of MO. E.g.: A money order was generated on 8th April
2010 and the complaint filed in early May 2010. As per procedure, a BISP MO is paid during
21 to 50 days after generation, and this MO was paid on 19th May 2010 (about 40 days after
generation) i.e. within the normal delivery time. The complaint was faxed to Pakistan Post on
25th May 2010 which means that the entire un-necessary exercise of processing of this
complaint could have been avoided if the beneficiary was advised to wait for a few days
before filing her complaint as some time was still left in the normal delivery period of the
money order.
71% of the enquiries are decided based on complainant’s statement before the Enquiry Team.
Beneficiaries’ statements were analyzed and are shown in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11: Statement by Beneficiary (Overall)
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In most cases (43%) the complainant stated before the enquiry team that she had already
received the disputed money orders (or she has been receiving her money orders regularly), or
that the complaint was filed erroneously; or, she has not even this complaint.
In 39% cases she verifies that the disputed amount has been received from the postman.
While in 16% cases she states that earlier the money orders were paid to some person other
than the actual beneficiary and that now these have been recovered and paid to her.
In a few cases (3%), beneficiary’s statement during enquiry is entirely different from her
complaint
The beneficiaries statements that formed a part of the have been analysed according to
provinces/ regions in Figure 2-12.
Figure 2-12: Statement by Beneficiary (Provincial/ Regional)
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It was observed from some statements (7 in Sindh, 3 in Pb and 1 in KPK), that the standard
BISP money order delivery procedure is not followed and that in some cases, the postman
handed over money orders to someone other than the beneficiary in whose name the money
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order was generated. In the following cases, money orders were delivered to someone other
than the beneficiary:




KPK: cousin (Case Study 23);
Pb A: daughter (2); woman with the same name (3 and 15);
Sindh: sister (11); brother (13); nephew (15); mother-in-law (19); brother-in-law (20 and
25); some other woman (22).

The statement acknowledged that earlier the money was given to someone else but now it has
been recovered and given to the real beneficiary/ complainant. The fact that the postman
admitted to having delivered the payment to someone other than the beneficiary is in itself a
breach of procedure which was (in many cases) not investigated by Pakistan Post.
There is usually a mismatch between the paper trail of statement given before the team at an
enquiry and the actual position as shown by the Payment Detail. There is a reason to suspect
that complaints are being resolved informally and then complainants’ statements are used in
order to formally close the file. Therefore during our detailed interviews with the
complainants, we probed this and tried to find what actually happened. Bases on our
interviews, the actual position is shown in Figure 2-13.
Figure 2-13: Background of Statement by Beneficiary (Overall)
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Most beneficiaries (66%) informed that they agreed to file a statement favouring the postman
after they actually received their disputed amount from him. 11% filed a favourable statement
on the promise that in case they file such a statement, the postman will pay the disputed
amount; 6% said that they provided a statement as they were pressurized while 4%
maintained that they had not filed this complaint.
The provincial/ regional analysis about why the complainant provided a statement favouring
the postman is shown in Figure 2-14.
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Figure 2-14: Background of Statement by Beneficiary (Provincial/ Regional)
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Six complainants informed that they gave a statement under pressure: Four were from Punjab,
one from Sindh and one from Balochistan. Four complainants from Balochistan maintain that
they did not file the complaint.
2.8

Did the Complainant receive the disputed amount?
We also probed to find out if the complainant actually received the disputed amount that was
the subject of the payment complaint. This analysis is based on all “180 Payment Cases” that
were tracked (and not only the cases where an enquiry was conducted by Pakistan Post). The
results are shown in Figure 2-15
Figure 2-15: Did the Complainant Recover her Money (Overall)
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The province/ region-wise analysis is shown in Figure 2-16
Figure 2-16: Did the Complainant Recover her Money (Provincial/ Regional)
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We found that in 79 cases, the complainant received her money:




As a result of enquiry = 17 cases
Postman gave her the disputed amount before the formal enquiry was conducted = 56
cases
The complaint was filed before the normal time for delivery of MO had passed. The
money order was delivered to the complainant during within the normal delivery time of
2 months and so the filing of complaint and its processing was un-necessary = 6 cases

In 39 cases she did not receive the money because it was NOT due to her:




The complainant still maintains that she has been receiving her money orders and has
filed the complaint erroneously or she denies filing the complaint = 17 cases
MO was not even generated by BISP and so the entire exercise of receiving and
processing the complaint may have been avoided in case Payment Detail was seen before
receiving the complaint or forwarding it to Pakistan Post = 12 cases
MO was returned by Pakistan Post to BISP as “Undelivered” = 10 cases

In the following cases Payment was not received by the complainant:



Postman promised to pay her in case she submitted a favourable statement before the
enquiry team but later he did not pay the amount = 10 cases
Other reasons where statements were submitted saying that the beneficiary has received
the amount – but this was an informal complaint redressal where actually she may or may
not have received the amount. The following cases could be mentioned as an example:
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Pb B: Case No.5 (Chiniot – Money being taken by the landlord on whose land her
family is living, the landlord has threatened to dislodge them from his lands in case
the pursue the case);
Sindh: Case No.16 (Badin – complainant gave a favourable statement so that she
continues to receive the future MOs without any gap); 20 (Thatta – received partially
from her brother-in-law, hopes to receive the remaining payment later); 23 (Badin –
she still feels that she has received a portion of her dues); 27 (Tando Mohammad
Khan – Did not receive any MO but gave a statement that she has been receiving the
amounts); 28 (Hyderabad – received amount from postman’s brother, partially);
Balochistan: 33 (Sibi – enquiry report not shared by Pakistan Post; she did not receive
her dues);
G-B: 6 (Skardu – beneficiary has a high PMT after PSC Survey and is not eligible for
Phase II); 8 & 9 (Gilgit – no enquiry conducted and no action by Pakistan Post
against the postman in some earlier cases).

The remaining 20% cases (36 cases) are pending due to various reasons and are being
processed. These, however, include those cases that were not forwarded to Pakistan Post and
no action has been taken by BISP or Pakistan Post for resolving these cases.
2.9

Key Recommendations Regarding Payment Complaints:
Based on the review of the first phase of case-work on payments, focused largely on delivery
through the Postal Service, the following key recommendations emerge:
1. Standard instructions need to be issued to BISP Divisional/ Tehsil Offices:
a. For receiving the complaints:
i.
ii.
iii.

Recording the payment complaints (as these are not being covered under the
newly operated CMS);
Issuing acknowledgments to the complainant so that they can quote the
reference number and get information on telephone.
Proper maintenance of complaints record;

b. For Checking the “Payment Details” so that complaints can be sent to the relevant
office (payment related to Pakistan Post; Non generation of Money Order to BISP
HQ; Problem of CNIC to BISP HQ or NADRA);
c. For keeping a complete record of dates: The complaint management system is not
catering to Payment Complaints till now. Instructions need to be issued for recording
the dates of submission/ registration of a complaint, its entry in BISP record, its
sending date and to whom it was sent must also be recorded; as well as, dates of
reminders and to whom these were sent.
d. BISP Divisional/Tehsil Offices should forward complaints (with their attachments
such as copy of CNIC or Payment Details etc.) to some designated office of Pakistan
Post in their area and obtain acknowledgement from them. Informing Pakistan Post
telephonically about a complaint and then hoping that it would be addressed cannot
be considered as an appropriate complaint redressal system.
e. For sending the Complaints for investigation:
i.
ii.

Where to send the Complaint;
How to send the Complaint – maybe through registered letter or getting
acknowledgement on peon book or copy of forwarding letter [reason: (a) in
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many cases BISP office says that the post office was informed verbally and
then nothing happened; or (b) in many cases BISP says that a complaint was
forwarded for investigation to some office of Pakistan Post but that office
denies the receipt of such a complaint].
f.

For sending copies of the Complaints: Presently different divisional/tehsil offices
may send copies of complaint to BISP HQ, Director (Payments); Provincial/Regional
DG; etc. – there should be a reason of sending the complaint to another office and
clear protocols of what that office is supposed to do.
g. For issuing reminders: In many cases there is a major time lag and sending reminders
may speed up the processing of the case
h. For informing the complainant about the result of her complaint.
2. A letter of intimation should be sent to the beneficiaries showing their eligibility status/ or
discrepancy (this is done presently but many beneficiaries have not received such letters).
The initial intimation letter should show the amounts and dates on which the beneficiary
can expect to receive the cash grant, as this may reduce the number of complaints. BISP
to:
a. Ensure that Eligibility/ ineligibility letters are delivered to beneficiaries timely
b. Inform Phase I beneficiaries who are not selected for Phase II based on their PMT
score after PSC survey
c. Ensure that “Receiver Women Guidelines” are delivered to all beneficiaries
3. In subsequent months, in case the beneficiary knows when and what she will receive, the
possibility of misappropriation by payment agency can be minimized.
4. For transparency and public awareness the following may help in minimizing complaints,
or at least in minimizing confusion:
a. BISP Tehsil Offices should display a list of beneficiaries (of their area) who have
been selected as BISP beneficiaries.
b. Relevant Post Offices should display a list of beneficiaries (of their area) for whom
Money Orders have been received
c. Display of beneficiary list (with amount of latest cash grant instalment that has been
generated) at BISP tehsil offices and relevant post office will help in minimizing the
possibility of misappropriation of money orders.
5. It appears that the present communication sent to beneficiaries regarding complaint
redressal is either not received by them or is not understood. Ensuring the delivery
Receiver Women’s Guidelines may help the beneficiaries/ complainants. It is essential
that beneficiaries should be made aware of the complaints process, e.g.:
a. What sort of payment/grievance related complaints can arise;
b. Where to file the complaint of different types;
c. When to file the complaint - in a number of cases, complainants were filed even
before the normal delivery period of Money Orders (MOs are delivered between 31 to
60 days of generation of a money order by BISP);
d. How to file her complaint;
e. What documents/ supports to attach to her complaint;
f. When to call for a follow-up;
g. When to expect for a result;
h. What to do if nothing happens after the prescribed time.
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6. Payment Detail must be seen before filing/ registering/ forwarding a complaint to
Pakistan Post to ensure that:
a. MO has already been generated by BISP;
b. Standard MO delivery time (between 4th and 7th week after generation) has passed;
The beneficiaries should also be informed that there is a normal time lag between
generation of money order and its payment, and that they should file a complaint after
expiry of the normal period of delivery; and
c. MO has not been returned to BISP as ‘Undelivered’ and shown as such in the
Payment Detail.
7. It is important that payment status is regularly updated in the Payments Detail of
beneficiary shown in BISP Website. (Presently, the Payments Detail is showing the status
of 5/6 months ago). It was observed that some complaints are generated only because the
status column of Payment Detail was not updated. Regular updating of Payment Details
may help in minimizing un-necessary complaints.
8. Sending general complaints regarding corruption (without any specific details) to
Pakistan Post will not trigger their investigation process. It is not possible to redress a
complaint regarding partial payment (illegal deductions from a money order) if the
complaint is not forwarded to Pakistan Post for investigation. Specific complaints sent to
Pakistan Post will trigger the standard process of investigation and result in redressal of
such complaints.
9. Instructions need to be issued to Pakistan Post for investigating/ efficient processing the
complaints:
a. To follow the timeframe for conducting an enquiry;
b. Convey the Result of the Complaint in time to the BISP office and to the
complainant;
10. Formation of a Joint Enquiry Team (including representatives of BISP and Pakistan Post)
will provide confidence to the beneficiary, and, may address the problem of the
complainant being persuaded by postal staff to agree to an incorrect statement. The social
pressures that cause a complainant to make an inaccurate statement may be countered by
the presence of a BISP official during the enquiry process.
11. In case of Joint Enquiry Committee a timeframe should be given for conducting the
enquiry and submitting the results (presently in some cases many months have passed but
the meetings have not been held and the case has not been decided).
12. Complaints should be forwarded/ investigated/ processed in a formal manner (letters/
signatures/ dates/ etc. Informal resolution or verbal solution of complaints may result in
collusion between BISP and Pakistan Post Staff. Presently many complaints are decided
informally – BISP staff phones the postman and the complainant gets her money).
13. Complaints regarding non-payment of money orders generated more than 12 months ago
are also being sent to Pakistan Post although cases more than one year old are not
investigated by Pakistan Post.
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14. Monitoring mechanisms need to be designed and practiced so that it is ensured that each
complaint is addressed within a reasonable time:
a. Reminders sent to Pakistan Post will speed up the complaint redressal process.
b. Reminders will highlight the issue of non-receipt of complaint by the post office
(according to relevant post office the complaint has not been received though BISP
says that the complaint has been forwarded)
c. In case of inordinate delays, the copy of complaint may be sent by BISP Tehsil/
Divisional/ Provincial/ Regional Office to their higher level.
d. The higher offices of BISP may send a reminder to a higher office of Pakistan Post so
that the processing of complaints may be speeded up e.g. (a) DG BISP Provincial/
Regional Office may send a reminder to the PMG/ DPMG; (b) in case of lack of
response, BISP HQ may send a reminder to HQ Pakistan Post.
15. Pakistan Post:
a. should pursue enquiries even beyond complainant statements, at least in some cases,
in order to deter misappropriation.
b. needs to re-visit their mechanism of ‘20% Payment Verification of paid vouchers’; by
carefully selecting the beneficiaries’ sample for payment verifications - so that
verification of the complete area in a year can be ensured.
c. In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and
Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order
should be delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and,
at beneficiary’s doorsteps. The fact that a postman accept delivery to someone else,
must be investigated by Pakistan Post
16. Upon completion of an Enquiry:
a. Pakistan Post should provide Enquiry Report to BISP office from where the
complaint was received
b. On receipt of the results of the enquiry from Pakistan Post, BISP Divisional Office
does not inform the DG Lahore or the Director (Payments) BISP HQ about the result
of the case, and so this may continue to be shown as an unresolved case in BISP
complaints database. Upon completion of the inquiry process of a complaint, the
results should be conveyed to the relevant BISP office.
c. The results of a complaint should be provided to the complainant.
17. BISP staff should test-check some complaints, where the complainant gives an entirely
different version in her statement before enquiry team as compared to her complaint, to
ensure whether the beneficiaries have actually got their payment back or not.
18. Alternate Mechanism of Payments:
a. If possible all beneficiaries should have bank accounts or receive payments through
Benazir Debit Cards, this would allow BISP to directly deposit their cash grant in the
accounts via online banking, eliminating the need to use the post.
b. Depending on only one mode of payment (BDC) may, however, not be convenient
for many receiver women spread across the Country, as some may find it more
convenient to have their MOs delivered by the postman at their doorsteps while
others living in cities may find it easier to use ATM or other cards.
c. Almost 76% complainants file their complaints at BISP offices and only 17% with
Payment Agency (Pakistan Post). BISP staff follows up the payment cases sent to
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Pakistan Post and monitor their redressal. It would be necessary to continue providing
this facility (of filing with BISP Offices) to the complainants. This will also help in
monitoring the payment complaints as well as pursuing complaints with partner banks
on behalf of complainants.
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3.

Grievance Case Studies

3.1

The Sample
More than 87 percent (31) of the BISP divisions were covered and case studies of different
types developed. The teams could not visit all the areas in Gilgit-Baltistan due to the
prevalent security situation. Similarly, the Baluchistan team also faced the same constraints.
Table 3-1:

Region wise sampling
Province/ Region

Grievance

AJK

15

GB

9

KPK

48

Upper Punjab

18

Balochistan

33

Southern Punjab

27

Sindh

30

Overall

180

Table 3 -2:
Divisional wise sampling and coverage
Cluster Province/Region
BISP Divisions
Division Covered
A

B

AJK
GB
KPK
Upper Punjab
Balochistan
Sindh
Southern Punjab
Total

3
2
8
5
6
5
8
37

Coverage%

2
1
7
5
6
2
8
31

66.6%
50.0%
87.5%
100%
100%
40.0%
100%
87.7%

Divisional wise sampling and coverage – Cluster A

Table3-3:
Region

Division

Cases

Muzaffarabad

10

Poonch

5

Gilgit

9

Bannu

2

D. I. Khan

7

Hazara

10

Kohat

4

Malakand

12

Mardan

4

Peshawar

9

AJK
GB

KP
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Division

Upper
Punjab

Cases

Gujranwala

5

Islamabad
Lahore
Rawalpindi

1
6
3

Sargodha

3

Total

90

Divisional wise sampling and coverage – Cluster B

Table3-4:
Region

Balochistan

Division

Cases

Kalat

2

Mekran
Nasirbad
Quetta
Sibi
Zhob

4
10
5
3
9

Karachi

18

Hyderabad

12

Bahawalpur

2

Dera Ghazi Khan
Faisalabad
Gujranwala
Lahore
Multan
Sargodha

4
6
1
7
5
2

Sindh

Southern
Punjab

Total

3.2

90

Key Findings - Quantitative
Table 3-5:
Cluster

Nature of Complaints

Cases

CNIC Missing
Update CNIC

Elig:
Appeal

Add:
Missed
Disc: HH Dup: HH
Others
Change
Out HH

A

90

36

23

4

9

2

7

4

5

B

90

32

38

4

3

2

3

6

2

Total

180

68

61

8

12

4

10

10

7

38%

34%

4%

7%

2%

6%

6%

4%

%age
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While the break-down of cases in the sample is not necessarily representative of the
frequency of cases of different types in BISPs entire case-load, it is likely to give some sense
of which types of cases are more prevalent (given the sampling was somewhat opportunistic
and based on which cases were more frequent). CNIC discrepancy was the major type of
complaint across regions in the sample, with 72 per cent of the cases related to missing
CNICs and different forms of CNIC updates. While 4 per cent eligibility appeals and 7 per
cent address change complaints were being registered. About 5 percent of cases in the sample
related to duplicate households.
An interesting and specific issue was observed in the BISP Tehsil office Pattika district
Muzzafarabad, AJK and Havellian Tehsil of District Abbottabad, KP. The majority of
complaints in these offices were about change of Tehsil, because at the time of PSC survey,
beneficiaries were registered in Muzzafarabad and Abbottabad Tehsils, respectively, which
later fell into newly demarcated Pattika and Havallian Tehsils.
There were some cases, 7 percent in total (5 percent duplicate, 2 percent discrepant), reported
of duplicate or discrepant households, mainly due to the fault of the survey Partner
Organization or the Data Entry Operator. Enumerators also found entering more than one
form for a household in order to get paid on the basis of forms filled. Kafiya Bibi of
Khanewal is a typical case, where she was recorded two times by the survey team in two
days. But at the same time, same number of cases was also observed due to the fact that
household head or beneficiary herself entered in PSC in two different places.
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Grievance Cases Scenario

Region

CNIC
Update
R P

Missing Eligibilit Address Missing Duplicate
Others
CNIC y Appeal Change
HH
HH
R P R P R P R P R P R P

AJK

5

GB

3

KPK

21

4

9

Upper
Punjab

2

1

3

1

Total

31

6

14

4

Balochistan 10

1

9

7

Sindh

10

7

5

5

Southern
Punjab

3

1

10

3

1

2

1

Total

23

9

24

15

1

3

3

54

15

38

19

3

5

6

Grand Total

1

1
2
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1

1

1

3

1

2

0

1

2
1

2

1

5

1

1

1

2

3

1

2

3

5

3

1

5

4

1

2

1

1

1

Total
R

P

7

8

5

4

2

4

39

9

2

1

11

7

4

6

62 28

2

1

1

22

11

15

15

18

9
35

3

2

0

3

3

1

4

0

1

55

5

6

4

6

8

4

7

117 63
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Grievance Case (Combined)
Grievance Cases (Combined)
n
117
63
180

Resolved
Pending
Total

Table 3-8:

%
65
35
100

Grievance Cases (Cluster A)
Grievance Cases (Cluster A)
N
62
28
90

Resolved
Pending
Total

Table 3-9:

%
69
31
100

Grievance Case (Cluster B)
Grievance Cases (Cluster B)
N
55
35
90

Resolved
Pending
Total

%
61
39
100

Despite the Case Management System (CMS) not being functional in the first quarter, the
manual complaints resolution ratio remained reasonable at 65 per cent (117) across BISP
regions and clusters. It was 69 per cent (62) in Cluster A regions compared to 61 per cent (55)
in cluster B.
Table 3-10:

How did the beneficiary find out about BISP? (Cluster wise position)

Cluster Cases Newspaper

TV

Radio

Printed
InterMaterial Personal
3
40

Other
Political Survey
beneficiary Worker Team
0
1
9

A

90

6

28

3

B

90

6

10

1

0

46

3

1

23

Total

180

12

37

4

3

85

3

2

32

A sizeable portion of the beneficiaries, 47 percent (85), interviewed by TPE teams, had
learned about BISP through interpersonal means, i.e. family members, relatives, friends and
neighbours.
Table 3-11

What does the beneficiary think BISP is? (Cluster wise Position)

Cluster

Cases

A
B
Total

90
90
180

Govt.
Institution
18
29
47

NGO
6
5
11

Political
PPP Program
Party
2
32
2
26
4
58

Benazir
Scheme
1
12
13

Program for
Poor
0
4
4

Around 41 per cent (75) of the respondent tagged BISP as a PPP program or associated it with
the former slain Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto. Only 4 per cent viewed this as only a
programme for the poor. 26 per cent (47) considered it as a government institution, while 6
per cent (11) said, this was an NGO.
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Table 3-12:
Through what communication tool did the complainant learn to register
the complaint? (Cluster wise Position)
News
Cluster Cases pape
r
0
A
90
0
B
90
Total
180
0

TV Radio
2
2
4

IEC
InterBISP
Local
Political Post
No
material Personal Office influential Worker man response

1
0
1

1
1
2

23
26
49

0
2
2

0
8
8

2
2
4

3
5
8

58
44
78

Out of 102 complainants, who responded, 70 per cent (71) said they learned through
interpersonal means, i.e. friends, relatives, local influential, political worker or the local
Postman about how to file a complaint with a BISP office. During this Phase few
beneficiaries appeared to have benefitted from communication from BISP in this regard.
Table 3-13:

How was the complaint filed? (Cluster wise Position)

Visit by
Visit by
Visit by family
notable
Cluster Cases Receiver member
letter Telephone Neighbour NGO
on her
Woman on her
behalf
behalf
33
44
1
0
1
0
0
A
90
28
44
1
1
1
0
0
B
90
Total
180
61
88
2
1
2
0
0

Visit by
the BISP
No
official at
Response
my door
step
1
10
2
13
3
23

Out of 157 complainants, an overwhelming majority of 94 per cent (149) responded that she
or any family members filed the complaint by visiting the office personally.
Table 3-14:

Who Filed the Complaint? (Cluster-wise position)

Cluster

Cases
90
90
180

A
B
Total

Beneficiary
42
49
91

*Someone Else
48
41
89

*If filed by someone else, what is the relationship with the beneficiary?
Relative/
Family Member
Political Worker
Neighbour
46
1
1
37
4
0

More than 50 per cent of the complainants (91) registered complaints at BISP offices, while
around 50 per cent were filed by family members or others on the complainant’s behalf.
Table 3-15:
Cluster
A
B
Total

Why were complaints not filed personally? (Cluster-wise position)
Cases
48
41
89

Cultural
problems
38
32
70

Busy
7
1
8

Physically
challenged
1
2
3

Financial
problems
1
2
3

Long
Distance
1
4
5

More than 78 per cent (70) beneficiaries, who did not file the complaint personally, cited
cultural problem as the biggest reason for not doing so.
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Was the complainant issued an acknowledgment?

Cluster

Cases
90
90
180

A
B
Total

*Yes
16
15
31

*If yes, what type of acknowledgment was issued?
Consecutively
Acknowledgem Complaint
Letter from the
Computer
numbered
ent on a slip of number on a
Complaint
printout
computer
paper
slip of paper
Office
printout
4
2
0
3
0
6
4
0
0
0
10
6
0
3
0

No
74
75
149

Others
7
5
12

An overwhelming majority of the complainants, 82 per cent (149) were not issued
acknowledgment of the complaint filed. Only 18 per cent (31) complainants were issued some
sort of acknowledgment.
Table 3-17:
Cluster
A
B
Total

Why was it filed at this office? (Cluster-wise position)
Cases

Nearest to
my house

90
90
180

68
42
110

Staff was
Advised by Advised by Knew only
No
very
BISP Staff Someone this place Response
helpful
5
0
3
4
10
4
5
4
21
14
9
5
7
25
24

Of the respondents in the sample, 110 beneficiaries stated that they filed the complaint in a
particular office because that was nearest to their house.
Table 3-18:
Cluster
A
B
Total

Number of visits made by the complainant
Cases
90
90
180

One Visit
3
6
9
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Two Visits
10
18
28

Three Visits More than 3 No Response
25
32
20
23
16
27
48
48
47
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One Visit
5%

No Response
26%

Two Visits
15%

More than 3
27%

Three Visits
27%

The results show that 27 per cent of the beneficiaries, who responded, made more than three
visits to register or follow up their case. A similar number of complainants made three visits,
15 per cent two visits and only 5 per cent beneficiaries made only one visit to a BISP office
Table 3-19:
Cluster
A
B
Total

Was complainant satisfied with the response from BISP staff?
Cases
90
90
180

Satisfied
66
53
119

Not Satisfied
16
32
48

No Response
8
5
13

Out of 167 respondents, 71 per cent (119) expressed satisfaction with the response of BISP
staff. Only 29 per cent (48) were not satisfied with the dealing of the staff. 13 respondents did
not provide a response to the query.
Table 3-20:
Cluster
A
B
Total

Was some IEC material provided to the complainants?
Cases
90
90

Yes
0
0

No
80
79

No Response
10
11

180

0

159

21

A large number of beneficiaries responded to the question, and of these 100 per cent (159)
were not given any kind of Information, Education and Communication (IEC) material for
awareness purposes.
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Did complainant try to influence the Complaint Process? (Cluster-wise

Cluster

Cases
90
90
180

A
B
Total

*Yes
3
5
8

No
87
85
172

* If Yes, whom did the complainant try to approach?
Political party worker
Local influential
2
1
2
3
4
4

Only 4 per cent (8) respondents indicated that they did try to influence the complaint process
to resolve their complaint, while 96 per cent (4) said, they did not. The complainants, who
attempted to influence outcomes through mediation, did this through local political party
workers or an influential.
Table 3-22:
Cluster

Who accompanied the complainant to visit the BISP office?
Cases

Husband/
Brother

Son/
Grandson

90
90
180

33
25
58

6
8
14

A
B
Total

Other
Receive
Sister/
Women
Daughter
living near
you
3
3
3
7
6
10

Others

No
Response

11
13
24

34
34
68

More than 69 per cent (78) of the respondents were accompanied by immediate family
members, i.e. husband, brother, son, grandson, sister, and daughter.
Table 3-23:
Cluster
A
B
Total

Were the complainant asked for some sort of payment?
Cases
90
90
180

No
90
90
180

Yes
0
0
0

Not a single respondent said that they were asked for some sort of payment by the BISP staff,
while resolving or processing their complaint.

3.3

Key Findings

3.3.1

General
 Findings indicate that the Programme is reaching beneficiaries across political
affiliations. Not a single case/observation in the sample suggested that there had been
discrimination on the basis of political affiliation.
 Basic knowledge about the existence of the BISP programme among
beneficiaries/complainants was found to be widespread, though different terminologies
were being used in different areas, with most referring to it as “Benazir Scheme Money”.
 Not a single case was found where the BISP staff was suggested to be involved in
accepting bribes.
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 During the first quarter, the CMS had not been rolled out to any of the BISP front/field
office. In Baluchistan, BISP was getting support from volunteers and local NGOs to
facilitate beneficiaries/complainant. This is a local arrangement not a policy.
 NADRA has been very helpful in issuing CNICs to the beneficiaries after they have been
declared as elegible but with CNIC related discrepancies.
 Delays in the CMS (this had not been rolled out in Q1), meant a number of cases were
pending and not being addressed as per guidance received in the Operational Manuals.
This was leading to long waiting times for beneficiaries/potential receiver women.
3.3.1.1 Recommendations
 While NADRA does enable BISP beneficiaries, stronger coordination between BISPNADRA at district level needs to be introduced to facilitate beneficiaries as the majority
of complaints are related to CNIC discrepancies.
 Besides CNIC verification counters for Benazir Debit Card (BDC) issuance, NADRA can
also facilitate beneficiaries through these counters for CNIC issuance.
 As demonstrated in a division of Balochistan, involving volunteers or local CBOs/NGOs
can help in the chain of communication with beneficiaries, and this experience could be
studied and replicated in other areas.

3.4

State of awareness about BISP
 Awareness about BISP among beneficiaries/ complainants existed generally, though
different terminologies were being used in different areas. However, more specific details
of the programme were poorly understood.
 There was a general misperception that every beneficiary surveyed under PSC, will be
awarded cash grants. The understanding of the PMT and eligibility criteria was found to
be weak leading to an increase in the volume of complaints, and a sense of injustice if not
selected.
 Beneficiaries were also completely unaware of the difference between Phase-I
(Parliamentarians Program) and Phase-II (Cash-grant programme under PSC). Most
beneficiaries obtained information about their status through private internet cafés, which
were found to be proliferating in almost in every BISP region and Tehsil office areas.
 Beneficiaries were generally not aware of their eligibility status.

3.5

Communication with beneficiaries
 Most of the beneficiaries responded that they have not received any intimation letter of
any kind from BISP regarding their eligility.
 A small percentage of beneficiaries of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab had been
delivered BISP letters. Of these, not a single case was found of beneficiaries having
received an Information Pack explaining the complaint registration processes.
 Eligible beneficiaries with discrepancies were found not to be aware about the nature of
their discrepancy or indeed that there was a discrepancy.
 Observations at the toll-free call centre indicate that this could be an effective source for
beneficiaries to provide them with required information and also educate them on how to
lodge their grievances.
 Our observations at the call centres also indicate that these are well set up and with some
streamlining of processes can be a highly effective interface for the public.
 The Postman and the Post Office was the major source of information for the
beneficiaries living in the rural areas and in many instances did direct
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beneficiaries/complainants in the right course of action with regard to how and where to
lodge complaints.
 Coordination and communication within different tiers of the BISP offices varies and
there were no set standards. This resulted in variable communication with beneficiaries.
3.5.1

Recommendations
 An aggressive mass education and awareness campaign needs to be launched to make
beneficiaries better aware of the eligibility and ineligibility criteria, right to appeal etc.
 Beneficiaries should be educated on how to lodge a complaint to remove discrepancies.
 It may be helpful to provide some public information about the cut-off PMT score for
eligibility criteria and appeals.
 In order to assure effective communication regarding discrepancies which delay payments
to beneficiaries, an SMS text service can be initiated to inform beneficiaries about
operational and educational information. This service can also be used to inform
complainants about their complaint number and other necessary information about the
complaint lodged.
 Communication through official letter with the eligible beneficiaries and beneficiaries
with discrepancies needs to be ensured along with the provision of necessary complaint
registration forms.

3.6

State of awareness about complaint lodging processes
 Before lodging their complaint, the eligible beneficiaries across regions were not
generally aware of the complaint registration process.
 For the majority of beneficiaries/complainants, the first point of contact and information
was the area Postman, who was only able to inform them if he had or had not received
money for the beneficiary.
 The nearest Post Office was also found to be a source of information for the
beneficiaries. For example in Tando Mohammad Khan district, most of the complaints
were lodged through post offices.
 Operational Manuals incorporating standardised procedures for handling complaints were
not found to be followed in any of the BISP offices in our sample.
 Pre-designed Complaint registration appeal forms were not available at any of the BISP
office. However, some offices in the Punjab had taken the initiative to develop an
application format for eligibility appeals.
 No IEC material such as brochures, wall posters etc were available at BISP offices to
guide beneficiaries. The only source of authentic or unauthentic information for
beneficiaries was interpersonal communication, Post Offices and for very few, the BISP
offices concerned. Beneficiaries were also dependent on venders in the locality who
would charge for assistance in providing information on eligibility through the internet or
for guiding beneficiaries through processes.
 There was no practice of official communication between BISP field offices and the
beneficiary but in some offices in the Punjab, BISP officials were making proactive
telephone calls to the beneficiaries and asking them to submit their information to address
any discrepancies.

3.6.1

Recommendations
 Since the Post Office is the major source of contact for the majority of beneficiaries, there
was a need to impart training to the relevant Post Office staff to deal with and guide
beneficiaries and/or IEC material should be provided/supplied in Post Office premises.
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 IEC material in local languages needs to be developed and disseminated at a mass level
for improved communication
 Beneficiaries should be informed about the difference between the Parliamentarians
Phase and the currently on-going cash grant program.

3.7

Record Keeping
 No uniform practice was observed for handling and recording of complaints.
 The recording and filing of complaints varies from one office to another and it was being
maintained as per the individual understanding of the relevant staff.
 Most offices were maintaining manual registers to lodge complaints, while some of them
were using MS Excel sheets to register and transmit cases to higher BISP offices or
directly to BISP HQs Islamabad.
 As per our observations complaints registration acknowledgments were not issued to the
complainant.
 Complaint Manual (Operational Manual) guidelines were as yet not being followed in any
of the BISP offices.

3.7.1

Recommendations
 Record keeping standards need to be developed and implemented across the board
regardless of the roll out of the CMS. This would help in tracking cases in case the CMS
is not operational for any reason, or for cases for which CMS modules are yet to be
developed (payments).

3.8

Staff behaviour with complainants
 BISP staff behaviour with beneficiaries/complainants was reported to be more than
satisfactory. Despite the outcome of their complaint, which may not have been to the
satisfaction of the beneficiary, they were generally (with some exceptions) pleased with
the attitude of the BISP staff and the assistance extended.
 No major cases of corruption/mistreatment were found or observed at the BISP level.
However, in Hyderabad Division, some complaints were lodged against the Postman for
not delivering instalments. However it was later found that the beneficiary had been
declared eligible but with a discrepancy in her CNIC.

3.8.1

Recommendations
 SOPs need to be developed for all customer staff dealing directly with the beneficiaries.

3.9

Complaint Process
 Beneficiaries were found to be visiting the BISP offices repeatedly. As the timing of the
case work was in the pre-CMS period, offices, for example those in the Punjab indicated
that they had been asked not to process Eligibility Appeals until the Complaint
Management System (CMS) was fully in place. Similarly, BISP AJK offices were also
asked not to forward Eligibility appeals to BISP HQs for processing.
 It was also observed that no timeframe for the processing of their complaint was being
given to the complainants at any BISP office. This was the major cause of the
complainants revisiting BISP offices repeatedly to attempt to follow up their complaint.
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 There is no official requirement asking beneficiaries to submit a formal application but
most of the offices were following this practice to maintain some record of the complaint
for further processing. This was good practice.
 There is no one set standard to lodge complaints in BISP field offices. The majority of
offices ask the complainant to submit a written complaint/application, while many do not
ask for it. For instance, in Lahore tehsil office staff has developed an application format
and asks complainants to get it photocopied and submit it.
 As the CMS was not in place, almost all the Tehsil offices were found to be forwarding
complaints to their directorates for resolution, whereas the directorates were further
submitting it to BISP headquarters for updates and redressal. As a result of that the
complaint resolution was taking months for the resolution even of a simple case of data
entry error and front offices in Tehsils are subsequently flooded with follow up queries.
 Some BISP Tehsil offices, for example in Faisalabad and Khanewal Tehsil Offices, were
not forwarding CNIC information update cases to BISP HQ. The Officials indicated that
they had been instructed by the BISP HQ to register such cases & keep the relevant
documents with them until the Complaint Management System (CMS) was operational.
In Khanewal, no grievance case regarding missing CNICs was forwarded to BISP HQ
Islamabad for resolution.
 There was no set frequency with which local offices were required to submit complaints
to higher BISP office. Very few offices were undertaking this systematically on a daily,
weekly and monthly basis.
 Generally, where recording was being undertaken, a summary of the cases would be sent
in an excel sheet through email to higher offices.
 CNIC updates and similar complaints were being submitted to BISP HQs with a photo
copy of the required CNIC along with an application.
3.9.1

Recommendations
 Complaint Management System (CMS) roll out needs to be expedited, as thousands of
pending cases and hence payments to beneficiaries are on hold.
 The complaint resolution timeframe needs to be defined and implemented in order to
avoid repeated visits of the complainants to BISP offices at considerable cost to
themselves, and resulting in a high volume of traffic in the offices.

3.10

Policy awareness among BISP staff
 The front desk staff in most cases dealt with beneficiaries/complainants with empathy and
in a very helpful manner.
 Staff at this tier is enthusiastic about their role and motivated. This indicates the
development of a customer service ethos for a department dealing with the most poor and
marginalized for the main part-- this is significant and extremely positive. This was
generally true- though there were some minor deviations in some regions/specific offices.
 Some policies were unclear to even senior level officials at the Director level. Front desk
staff/officers were not fully oriented about the basic BISP concept and the complaint
mechanism.
 It was found in many offices that complicated cases such as of duplicate households and
duplicate CNICs were not being dealt with clear policy direction. In Karachi Directorate,
some beneficiaries were found to be asked to submit the CNIC not only of the beneficiary
but also of the whole family.
 Despite a full complement of training in customer services, and a comprehensive
orientation on BISP eligibility criteria and policies, complaint staff has acquired on-thejob training at their own initiative and is quickly learning to deal with complicated cases.
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 Some of the offices in AJK Muzaffarabad directorate were not aware of the BISP policy
regarding minors declared as potential beneficiaries.
 In some cases, beneficiaries were being misinformed. For example in the case of Bibi
from Tehsil Barkhan, Balochistan, the website does not show her as an eligible
beneficiary but she was told by the BISP office that she has a CNIC discrepancy.
3.10.1 Recommendations
 Training manuals need to be developed in local languages for better and broader
understanding of not only the BISP policies as a whole but how to implement the
complaint mechanisms as well.
 BISP policies need to be more clearly communicated and staff at all tiers trained in these.
This current gap could be because a number of rules and policies are evolving or under
development.
 More training for field staff and even for officers needs to be designed and imparted
along with refreshers.
 A coordination mechanism within different tiers of BISP offices needs to be developed,
through which policies, directives, and decisions can be conveyed.

3.11

BISP office facilities
 Almost all the divisional offices were equipped with Computers, while all directorates in
Punjab, Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan, Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan
had internet connections. Internet connection was found to be a critical facility in
determining the status of beneficiaries and after CMS roll out, registering and resolving
grievances.
 Directors at divisional offices were found to be overloaded with work i.e. from dealing
with complainants to implementing different BISP policies. In general, adequate
facilities like seating and toilet arrangements for beneficiaries were not consistently
available across BISP offices.
 Field /rural offices were found not to be fully equipped in some cases but offices in urban
centers were found equipped with basic facilities.
In AJK there were no
laptops/computers and staff were using their own personal computers in some instances.
 Standby generators were not found in most of the BISP offices.

3.11.1 Recommendations
 Field offices need to be fully equipped with standby generators, UPS, internet facility and
other necessary equipment to deal with the complaints.
 Tehsil offices should be established forthwith in Balochistan and Sindh to save poor
beneficiaries from traveling large distances at considerable expense.

3.12
3.12.1

Observations of BISP call centre, complaint centre and data entry centres in
BISP Islamabad
Objective
With an aim to observe different kinds of facilities established by the Benazir Income Support
Program (BISP), the TPE team visited the BISP Complaint Centre established at Embassy
Road, Islamabad, the Data Entry Centre and the Call Centre established at BISP headquarters
Islamabad, during the month of March 2012.
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3.12.2 Call Centre BISP Headquarters
In addition to support to beneficiaries through a network of Tehsil and Divisional offices,
BISP has established a toll free call centre at its headquarters in Islamabad. The centre
provides a service 9 to 5 and five days a week to support complainant’s calls from across
Pakistan and responds to general queries.
BISP launched its toll free service in the year 2009, and the call centre was established in its
divisional office in Chaklala, Rawalpindi. The centre was then shifted to BISP headquarters
with improved services and equipment. The Call Centre is provided with 40 dedicated
telephone lines, and 39 work stations installed with3CX Phone Call software to receive and
process incoming calls.
This centre is designed to register a variety of complaints lodged by beneficiaries and register
the eligibility appeals of those who have PMT score above 16.17. The Centre also provides
information to callers who want to know their eligibility status under the programme and
those who seek information about Benazir Mobile Banking, Benazir Smart Card and Benazir
Debit Card and other information.
A total of around 40 staff is deputed to receive and process around 3000 calls per day. Around
35 call attendants are present every day which includes 7 female members. The Call
Attendant greets every caller with a welcome message and offers his/her services to respond
to the query or a complaint.
Since Pakistan is diversified in spoken languages and medium of instruction, the call centre
houses multi-language call attendants to facilitate callers who cannot speak Urdu . There are
20 Punjabi, 5 Pushto, 5 Sindhi, 2 Shina and Balti, 2 Potohari, one Seraiki speaker deputed to
attend to and facilitate callers. All of the attendants do understand and speak Urdu.
Every call attendant processes 80-85 calls a day, the majority of which are mere queries about
eligibility status, banks related information and others. After getting details, call attendants
register a variety of complaints such as eligibility appeals, CNIC update, duplicate CNIC,
address and name update, duplicate household and complaints related to missing households.
The details of the cases registered in the second week of March 2012 are given in the table
below.
Table 3-24:
Date
5-3
6-3
7-3
8-3
9-3
Total
%age

Cases registered in the second week of March 2012
Total
3070
3627
3713
2703
2338
15451
100

Only
Queries
1364
1612
1650
1201
1039
6866
44.4

CNIC

Appeals

Payment

221
277
238
219
220
1175
7.6

974
1196
1158
827
729
4884
31.6

443
461
580
375
296
2155
13.9

Name
update
64
57
70
78
51
320
2.0

Address
update
23
15
2
1
41
0.2

*Others
4
1
3
1
2
11
0.06

*Others include calls related to Waseela-e-Rozgar, Waseela-e-Haq and Next of Kin
According to data collected, 44 per cent of the callers just make simple queries about
eligibility status and asking for information on Benazir Mobile Banking, Benazir Smart Card
and Benazir Debit Card, while 31.6% submit their eligibility appeals regardless of the PMT
cut off line.
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Of general calls, call attendants also facilitate beneficiaries from districts where Benazir
Mobile Banking, Benazir Smart Card and Benazir Debit Card have been issued. Callers are
also educated about the activation of mobile phones, smart and debit cards, and provided
information about relevant branch addresses of banks, ATM centres, troubleshoot problems
and the staff also helps with how to contact relevant Bank help line numbers.
Call attendants note all the complaints in an Excel sheet with different categories or nature of
complaints and submit the same to the officer in charge of the call centre for further
processing and redressal. All the complaints are later processed at the data entry centre for
grievance redressal and complaint resolution.
Currently, call officers do not issue any complaint number to the callers for reference. Since
the CMS is not in place at the time of this observation, callers are asked to recall the centre
after a gap of a month to find out about the status of their complaint. It is hoped that after
installation of the CMS and appropriate training, this problem would be addressed and callers
would be able to get complaint numbers against their registrations or some other mechanism
is put in place to enable beneficiaries to track their complaint.
3.12.3 Recommendations for the Call Centre
 It is recommended that walk-in facilitation center established at Embassy Road,
Islamabad may be phased out. Staff may be transferred to call center
 A separate center could be established to facilitate customers for Islamabad district or
they may be referred to Rawalpindi division
 A feedback mechanism could also be introduced for complainants so that they should not
have to follow up their complaints repeatedly and unnecessarily. Feedback can also be
made through writing a letter
 A tremendous number of customers approach BISP offices to register Eligibility Appeals.
It is strongly recommended that BISP revert to the appellants who are ineligible with a
written letter regretting to them that BISP cannot process their appeal because of the
policy.
 A message may be conveyed through media that BISP is not entertaining appeals with
PMT above 20.
 Beneficiaries may be discouraged from registering their complaints by walk-in and
should be encouraged to lodge their complaints through the toll-free center.
 CMS needs to be activated at the call center so that a complaint number can be issued for
reference.
 Group of call attendants may be trained in specific sectors e.g Cash Grants, Waseela
Taleem, Waseela Rozgar, so they can respond more effectively to complainant’s queries
in these areas.
3.12.4 Data Entry Cell at BISP HQs Islamabad
BISP has also established a cell to enter complaints/data coming not only through all BISP
offices across Pakistan but complaints of individual beneficiaries coming directly via
post/courier. These complaints and requests for updates usually come through post or are
received in excel sheets via email. A centralised toll free centre also forwards all its
data/complaints to the data entry cell for updation and grievance redressal.
The cell receives around 3000 complaints a day both electronically and by post. After
scrutiny, around 1500 cases become valid cases for further processing. There are around 12
staff members posted at the data entry cell to process these cases.
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According to information gathered, out of all valid cases, 50-60% of the complaints are
regarding CNIC related issues like updates, 25% are about duplicate CNICs and households,
15% are about address updates and 5% about gender updates.
3.12.5 BISP Walk-in Centre, Embassy Road Islamabad
Besides toll free facilitation and offices at Tehsil and division level, BISP has also established
a walk in complaint centre at Embassy Road, Islamabad. Established in 2010, the centre
provides services to around 400-500 customers in a day. Queries includes eligibility status,
information about how to use and activate Benazir Mobile Banking, Benazir Smart Card and
Benazir Debit Card and Bank help lines details etc.
Customers usually come from Islamabad and surrounding areas but a substantial number
come from far flung areas like Mianwali, Attock, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Sindh and
Balochistan with a hope that the Islamabad office may resolve their problem or grievance.
Some of them had also accessed their tehsil/divisional office concerned but felt that the
Islamabad office would be more likely to have authority to resolve their problem. Many had
come to Islamabad after spending considerable time and money.
Table 3-25:

Level of Satisfaction with BISP Staff

Province/ Region
AJK
GB
KPK
Upper Punjab
Balochistan
Southern Punjab
Sindh
Overall

Table 3-26:

Total Cases
30
18
96
36
66
54
60
360

Satisfied
30
9
76
32
26
43
45
261

Not Satisfied
0
0
19
4
39
11
9
82

No Response
0
9
1
0
1
0
6
17

How many beneficiaries received the eligibility letter?
Total
Cases

BISP
Letter

Family
Member

Local
influential

Political
worker

Don't
know

AJK

30

0

2

0

7

21

GB

18

3

4

2

1

8

KPK

96

21

39

0

0

36

Upper Punjab

36

3

0

1

2

30

BALOCHISTAN

66

6

4

2

9

45

Southern Punjab

54

3

1

3

4

43

Sindh

60
360

3
39

9
59

10
18

6
29

32
215

Province
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